Contribute

sister-hood publishes writing and artwork by women and girls of Muslim heritage, whatever their sect, current beliefs or lifestyle. If this includes you, why not pitch an idea or tell your story on sister-hood? Whether it’s written, video or visual, we’d love to hear from you!

Before submitting your content please read the following guidelines:

Concise – Submissions should be no longer than 1000 words.

Original – Fresh content, in English, from anywhere in the world.

All content must be entirely the work of the author and the source for any third party content or quotes must be cited.

If your submission is audiovisual, please include a written introductory paragraph to inform the audience what your piece is about.

Bitesize – Break up the text with sub-headings or short quotes to make it easier to read.

Visual - Images will make your post much more visually interesting and sharable. Only ever use images that you have permission to use, such as your own. If using Creative Commons materials, please supply proof of their status.

Impactful – The headline is the first thing a reader will notice. Keep it short, simple and powerful.

Connected – Where possible reference research, cite other bloggers, journalists and news stories. This adds credibility and places the content within a wider conversation.

Stimulating – Consider how you want your reader to respond to your article? Do you want them to leave a comment? If so, invite them to share their thoughts! If you want to tie in your blog post to a related YouTube video – be sure to include it.

Pen name – If you wish to post anonymously or under a pseudonym, let us know and we will protect your identity.

Professional – Check your work for spelling and punctuation thoroughly before submission.

How to submit a post
Please send your full submission in a word document to info@sister-hood.com along with the following:

Short bio: 30-40 words
Profile picture: If you would rather a picture isn’t displayed just let us know.
Images: .jpeg or .png format
Links: Include your website or a twitter profile if you would like us to link to them.

Any other advice?
Please don’t send content that has appeared on another site. Note due to the high volume of submissions we may not always be able to reply to every email.